Roman Numerals

ACROSS
1  Some of Victoria’s secrets?
5  Hoot or holler
10 Ski move ___ Christie
14 Gulf of Mex. state
17 Dodge City legend
18 The old man
19 Indian seaport city
20 Greenspan
21 Porthos and his friends
24 Columnist Maureen
25 Birdeals
26 Outwits
27 Heady from wine
28 One of a daily three
30 Covered with paint
31 Get a move on
32 Hearst protege Marion
33 Boycotts
34 Extravagant
37 It’s in the bag at Pebble Beach
38 Takes orders
39 Beam
41 Author Levin
43 Big cheese
44 Pepper pulverizer
45 Former Surgeon General
46 Madre’s sisters
47 Differ ending
48 Disney dog movie
52 Sound of disapproval
53 All wrapped up in ___ my case!
56 French school
57 Diamond Jim Brady, say
59 Dierant Anais ___
60 Small quakes
62 “Mr. Republican” and family
63 Aspect
65 Go on tour
66 First name in folk music
67 Parts of a pirate treasure
70 One of IOU
73 Minute quantity
74 Actor Driver
75 Second-hand
76 Aspen forecast
77 Can. US canals
78 Minoan’s home
79 “The Prince of Egypt”
81 Joyce’s homeland
82 Tundra transport
84 I.Q. test creator
85 Touch lovingly
87 Oz., lb., etc.
88 Triton’s daughter
90 Assault
91 Mudville slugger
94 Intellectual gatherings
95 Falcon feature
96 Hot spot
97 Pearl Bailey hit
102 Commits perjury
103 ___ Dame
104 Start for spring
105 Beloved

106 Emeril’s meas.
107 Do the crawl
108 Oodles
109 Slack

1 Casino action
2 Fan noise
3 ___ we having fun yet?
4 A reel
5 Provokes
6 Big hit
7 Artistic effort
8 Bullish times
9 Deli food, mostly
10 Napped leather
11 Cornered, in a way
12 Staples places
13 High evens.
14 Lemon or turkey
15 Congressional output
16 Warhol
16 Vital nos.
20 Tati’s ta ta
22 Actress Skye
23 Rogers’ saddlemate
27 Mosaic part
28 He sang “Splish Splash”
29 Car purchaser’s option
30 ___ out!: cool it
31 Answers an SOS
32 Water barrier
33 Rabbit food?
34 Singer Celine
35 USA original members
36 Pencil part
38 Less narrow
39 Snowboard alternative
40 Castle’s defense
42 Donkeys
44 Jordan, to adoring fans
46 Spice rack label
48 Bottom fish
49 Chop finely
50 Ram on high
51 Fifty minutes after the hour
54 ___ of the world; elated
56 A Strauss
57 S. African towns
58 Polly the pet
60 Has a go at
61 Foray
63 Accomplishment

64 Pinnacle
65 Boob tube
67 Yosemite, et al.
68 Think tank output
69 Detonating devices
71 Booby prize winner
72 Certain black sheep
76 Court with song
78 ___ slicer: sophisticate
79 Pooh’s creator
80 Aristotle
83 Corning’s partner
84 Chap
85 Black and blue
86 Thanks ___!
88 LaBelle or Lupone
89 Dismay
90 Wed
91 Young stud
92 Rara
93 Permeate
94 Put away
95 Brown of publishing
97 Prudential’s product: abbr.
98 Corporate abbr.
99 D.C. artistic support
100 ___ -guzzler
101 Deposit product